
ROOME LONDON is a bold concept in
luxury furniture design that elegantly bridges 

the gap between art, fashion and furniture.

We give exclusive access to a uniquely 
curated library of pattern and texture, by world 
renowned designers, illustrators and artists, 
alongside a collection of bespoke furniture 
shapes that lend themselves to showcasing fine 

upholstered fabric.

A fusion of creativity and craftsmanship, every 
ROOME LONDON piece is made in England 
with passion, imagination and an unwavering 

attention to detail. 

TRANSLATING PATTERN AND 
TEXTURE ONTO FURNITURE
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Cordelia Cabinet
in Electric Blue
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ROOME LONDON furniture is proudly made by
 a team of highly skilled upholsters and artisans who apply 
time-honoured techniques, creating high quality pieces that 

stand the test of time.

A variety of pattern and textures can be selected from our 
existing library,  or sourced externally.  Working with our trade 

clients, we offer bespoke options to finishes and materials, 
creating statement pieces that can work within your desired 

scheme.

Conscious of our impact on the environment, we use FSC 
regulated timber.  Being a British brand, working between 
London and Norfolk, helps minimise our environmental 

footprint. All the furniture is made to order, further reducing 
any waste or surplus products.
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Our curated library of pattern and texture gives exclusive access to runway prints and fine art illustrations.
If you require something individual, or fabrics have already been selected for your projects,  we can work closely with 

you in translating them onto our furniture.

THE FABRIC LIBRARY

BUTTERFLY
Felder Felder

NAVARRA
Baleztena X Molyneaux

ELECTRIC BLUE
Felder felder

BOTANICAL FEATHER
Sophie Ward

FEATHER COAT
Sophie Ward

PALM YELLOW
Felder felder

TILE
Amy Molyneaux

YELLOW LEOPARD
Felder Felder

AFRICA
Amy Molyneaux

DEADLY NIGHTSHADE
Amy Molyneaux

AFRICA
AMY MOLYNEAUX

PALM PINK
FELDER FELDER

PALM SPRINGS
MATTHEW WILLIAMSON

SUNBURST
MATTHEW WILLIAMSON

FLORAL URN
MATTHEW WILLIAMSON

NEUTRAL COLLECTIONNEUTRAL COLLECTION

IKAT ANIMAL RED
MATTHEW WILLIAMSON

IKAT ANIMAL BLUE
MATTHEW WILLIAMSON

BUTTERFLY
FELDER FELDER

ELECTRIC BLUE
FELDER FELDER

ALEXANDER
SYRETT

FEATHER COAT
Sophie Ward

BOTANICAL FEATHER
Sophie Ward

DEADLY NIGHTSHADE
Amy Molyneaux

NAVARRA
Baleztena x Molyneaux

PALM
FELDER FELDER

TILE
AMY MOLYNEAUX

YELLOW LEOPARD
FELDER FELDER

ZEBRA BUTTERFLY
FELDER FELDER

NEUTRAL COLLECTION NEUTRAL COLLECTION
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Queenie Divider Screen
in Neutral Print 
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CORDELIA 
 Cabinet

Bold and confident in design, our 
luxurious cabinet is the perfect 
shape for showcasing print to 

magnificent effect. 

DIMENSIONS in cm

H175 x D53 x W90

TAMARA 
Drinks Cabinet

Luxurious yet functional, the 
 interior features internal shelving 
and an  integrated bottle holder, 
ideal for storing beverages and 

glassware.

DIMENSIONS in cm

H122.8 x D46 x W75

QUEENIE & PRU 
Divider Screens

The unique circular design 
provides a stunning focal point and a 

sophisticated way to define spaces.

Available in two different sizes 
options.

DIMENSIONS in cm

Queenie: H178 x D35 x W147
Pru: H160 x D35 x W106

BARCLAY 
Chest of Drawers

Our chest of drawers brings a
 touch of art and personality to an 
interior while providing endless 

storage possibilities. 

ALLEGRA 
Table

Our three tables are
versatile enough to be used 
as side tables, drinks tables, 

either as a nest or as 
separates.

Elegant, British made, hand crafted furniture in shapes that have been designed perfectly to showcase 
pattern and texture. All shapes can be customised to work with your bespoke design requirements.

DIMENSIONS in cm

H101 x D43 x W75

DIMENSIONS in cm

Allegra small: H62 x D2 x W40
Allegra medium: H70 x D2 x W60

Allegra large: coming soon

BLAKE & BETTY
 Sideboards

Our statement sideboards are the 
perfect combination of form and 

function – pairing striking looks with 
generous storage. 

Available in two different sizes 
options.

DIMENSIONS in cm

Blake: H78 x D43 x W200
Betty: H78 x D42,5 x W100

THE FURNITURE COLLECTION

https://roomelondon.com/collections/dressing-screens
https://roomelondon.com/collections/sideboards
https://roomelondon.com/collections/cabinets
https://roomelondon.com/collections/cabinets
https://roomelondon.com/collections/matthew-williamson/products/barclay-in-floral-urn-by-matthew-williamson
https://roomelondon.com/collections/tables


IG @roomelondon
roomelondon.com

ROOME LONDON
sales@roomelondon.com

Tel: +44 0203 282 7580 
IG @roomelondon
roomelondon.com

ONLINE TRADE SHOWROOMTamara Drinks Cabinet
in Sunburst

https://roomelondon.eporta.com/catalogue

